Abstract. As an application of the inductive counting technique to a circuit-like model, we prove that complementation on nondeterministic branching programs can be done without increasing the width too much. A consequence of this result is that the class of languages recognized by a generalization of nonuniform nite automata (Barrington (1989) ) to nonconstant space is closed under complement.
List of symbols s(n); 2 s(n) ; c 2 s(n) ; O(s(n)); o(s(n)) t(n) O(1); log n; O(log n); O(log log n); o(log n); (log n); (log log n) NSpace(s(n)); co-NSpace (s(n)) fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g 0; 1 B; B n ; B = (B n ) f n ; Recently it has been proved that the alternating space hierarchy does not collapse for sublogarithmic space bounds|bounds between (log log n) and o(log n) (see von Braunm uhl et al. (1993 ), Ge ert (1994 , and Li skiewicz and Reischuk (1993) and see Wagner (1993) for a chronology). Interestingly the techniques did not allow to prove NSpace(s(n)) 6 = co-NSpace(s(n)) for sublogarithmic space bounds. For sublogarithmic space bounded Turing machines with tally inputs, however, closure under complement was proved in Ge ert (1993) .
In contrast to this by the results of Immerman (1988) and Szelepcs enyi (1988) it is known that for space bounds s(n) log n the class NSpace(s(n)) is closed under complement. A consequence of the Immerman-Szelepcs enyiresult is the collapse of the alternating space hierarchy to its rst level for space bounds s(n) log n.
These results suggest that there is a strong di erence in the behavior of computations below and above the space bound log n. Space of Turing machines roughly corresponds to the logarithm of the width of branching programs. It is therefore natural to ask, whether there is a similar \magic bound" on width of branching programs above which nondeterminism can simulate conondeterminism and below which this is not or does not seem to be the case. We answer this question in the following way: For any nondeterministic branching program that computes a Boolean function f we construct a nondeterministic branching program that computes :f with only polynomial increase in width and depth. The proof of this result is an adaption of the inductive counting technique of Immerman (1988) and Szelepcs enyi (1988) to branching programs. This is another application of inductive counting to a circuit like model (see Borodin et al. (1989) ). The result generalizes to alternating branching programs of constant alternation depth. Because of the above mentioned correspondence, it may seem surprising that our proof needs no preconditions on the resource (width of branching program) whereas this is the case for the original proof (space of Turing machine at least log n). There are several reasons for the preconditions in the original proof.
In Immerman (1988) and Szelepcs enyi (1988) the proof relies on implementing counters for the number of accessible con gurations and for the number of steps that have been simulated. During the simulation con gurations have to be stored. Since con gurations involve input head positions this already requires (log n) space. At least the same amount is needed for con guration counters and step counters (since these count up to n 2 s(n) , where s(n) is the space bound). In branching programs all these storage problems can be relaxed.
Branching programs are nonuniform computation models, i.e., for each input length a di erent algorithm can be used. The con gurations of this computational model are the nodes of the branching program (for exact de nitions see Section 2). Without loss of generality we can assume that the branching program under consideration is layered and edges lead only to the following layer. The number of steps required to reach a certain node from the source node as well as the input variable that is accessed at this speci c node are determined a priori. Therefore we do not need a step counter at all and we do not have to take into account n possible input head positions. Additionally we do not have to keep counters for the number of all reachable con gurations (nodes) but only for those on a certain layer.
In the next section we introduce the necessary notations on branching programs. Section 3 and 4 are devoted to the inductive counting technique and in the last section we introduce a generalized version of Barrington's nonuniform nite automata and show a close connection to width restricted branching programs.
Branching programs
A branching program B is a nite directed acyclic graph with distinguished source. The non-terminal nodes (inner nodes) are either labeled with Boolean variables (test nodes) from the set fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g or with the symbol _ (existential split nodes). Terminal nodes are labeled with 0 or 1. If nothing else is speci ed we assume that there is only one sink of either type. They are called the rejecting and the accepting sink. Each inner node has exactly two outgoing edges, one of them is labeled 0, the other is labeled 1. Further we assume that the branching program is 1) leveled, i.e., all paths connecting two nodes are of the same length and 2) oblivious, i.e., all inner nodes at the same distance 
Inductive counting for branching programs
Based on the idea of Immerman (1988) and Szelepcs enyi (1988) we will rst describe an algorithm that for any level r computes count B (r; x) if count B (r ? 1; x) is given. Afterwards we describe the branching program implementation.
The algorithm simulates the branching program several times on a xed input x. It holds a counter c current for the number of nodes on L r?1 already discovered to be reachable. Let c last be the number of reachable nodes on L r?1 . For any node v 2 L r the machine can nondeterministically verify if it is reachable: First an auxiliary counter c aux is initially set to 0. In a loop the machine now examines each node u 2 L r?1 and checks whether 1) u is reachable by guessing some computation and 2) v is reachable from u|since v is one level below u this can be done deterministically. We will refer to the execution of these checks by the phrase \u is tested against v". If for the rst task the answer is \No", the machine stops rejecting. Otherwise, i.e., in case the machine guessed a computation that reaches u, counter c aux is incremented and Check 2 is performed. If v is reachable via u, counter c current is incremented and the computation returns from the loop. If v is not reachable via u, the computation proceeds with testing the next node at level r ? 1 against v. If c current was not incremented although all reachable u 2 L r?1 where tested against v, we can conclude that v is not reachable. Observe that in each step holds c aux c last . If c aux = c last at the end of the loop then the deterministic Check 2 was executed on all reachable u on the last level. Otherwise the loop ends rejecting. Hence if for all v 2 L r the loop was completed successfully, c current holds the correct number of nodes on the current level that can be reached along x. Assume that each level of B contains exactly W nodes (otherwise ll with dummy nodes). So in each step of the computation the counters c current , c last , and c aux hold values between 0 and W.
The linking part S r is the branching program implementation of the above idea: For given u 2 L r?1 and v 2 L r consider a branching program B u;v that tests node u against node v. Program B u;v can easily be obtained from B in the following way: Cut o B at level r, identify nodes on L r?1 di erent from u with s :u (u was not reached), delete edges emerging from these nodes, identify nodes on L r di erent from v with s u;:v (u was reached and v is not reachable from u), and identify v with s u;v (v was reached via u). For each choice of u and v a large number of copies of B u;v will appear in L r as basic building blocks.
The nodes of S r will be tuples containing integers i; j; k 2 f0; : : :; Wg that stand for the current values of c current , c last , and c aux .
For any (i; j; k) 2 f0; 1; : : :; Wg Very recently the above result was improved for branching program and circuit models by a simulation requiring only a constant factor of increase in width (Vinay (1996) ). 
Generalizing Nonuniform Finite Automata
We adapt the de nition of nonuniform nite automata as de ned by Barrington (1989) to the case of non-constant space. Similar models were introduced, e.g., by Lange (1986) to describe the logarithmic space alternation hierarchy and by Ibarra and Ravikumar (1988) to model nonuniform sublogarithmic space bounded computations. Our model is equivalent to programs over growing sequences of monoids as introduced by B edard et al. (1993) . Because of the involved terminology we do not discuss this issue further.
A nonuniform deterministic nite automaton (NUDFA) is a machine with a two-way read-only input tape, a control unit with k states, and a one-way read-only program tape. On the program tape, there are instructions of two types|move instructions for the input head or state-changing instructions that, depending on the current state and the input bit being read, prescribe the next state. The sequence of instructions written on the program tape depends only on the length of the input. The automaton executes the entire program tape. An input string is accepted if the automaton eventually stops in an accepting state. Generalizing NUDFA's by allowing a non-constant number of states (or equivalently by adding a work tape) we obtain generalized nonuniform automata. A generalized nonuniform automaton has space and time bounds s(n) and t(n), respectively, if on inputs of length n the number of states is bounded by O(2 s(n) ) and the number of instructions on the program tape is t(n). In the usual way nondeterminism can be introduced to this model.
Generalized nonuniform automata provide a hierarchy of space complexity classes in the range O(1) to n. By Barrington (1989) generalized nonuniform automata with constant space and polynomial running time recognize exactly the languages in nonuniform NC 1 , while any language can be recognized within space n.
Due to the distinction between move instructions and state-changing instructions generalized nonuniform automata work obliviously: The sequence of input head positions visited does not depend on the input, only on its length. As in the case of Turing machines it can be shown that obliviousness is no restriction if (log n) space is available. Below log n space we require obliviousness because without this restriction the automaton becomes undesirable strong. If we allow the input head movements to depend on the bits being read, the automaton has|via the head's position|(limited) access to log n bits of memory. This can be used to solve even LOGSPACE-complete problems within O (1) space. An example due to Barrington and Immerman (1994) is given in Damm and Holzer (1994) .
The next theorem relates storage space of generalized nonuniform automata to width of branching programs.
Theorem 2. 1. Let M be a deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) generalized nonuniform automaton with time and space bounds t(n) and s(n). Then there is a sequence B = (B n ) of deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) branching programs of depth t(n) and width c 2 s(n) , for some constant c which only depends on M, that accepts the same language.
2. Let B = (B n ) be a sequence of deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) branching programs of depth t(n) and width 2 s(n) . Then there is a deterministic (nondeterministic, respectively) generalized nonuniform automaton M with time and space bounds n t(n) and s(n) that accepts the same language.
Sketch of Proof. Pudl ak and Z ak (1983) proved that s(n) space bounded nonuniform Turing machines (as introduced by Karp and Lipton (1982) ) are computationally equivalent to size 2 s(n) branching programs, provided that s(n) = (log n). The proof of Theorem 2 follows the same ideas. We sketch it only for the deterministic case:
Each state-changing instruction on the program tape of M is simulated by one level of the branching program: nodes correspond to states and edges model the next state relation. The variable tested at the nodes of this level is determined by the sequence of move instructions since the last state-changing instruction.
The simulation in the other direction is similar. Branching program B n is encoded on the program tape for inputs of length n. The factor n in the time bound comes in because the generalized nonuniform automaton may have to perform head movements to read the proper input bit before switching to the next state. u t Together with Theorem 1 this yields:
Theorem 3. Let A be a language accepted by a nondeterministic generalized nonuniform automaton within any time and space bounds t(n) and s(n). Then the complement of A can be accepted by a nondeterministic generalized nonuniform automaton within time and space bounds O(n t 2 (n) 2 2s (n) ) and O(s(n)). u t
Alternating generalized nonuniform automata as well as alternating branching programs can be de ned in the usual way with an appropriate notion of acceptance (Chandra et al. (1981) ). Theorem 2 carries over to alternation as well. Allowing only a constant number of alternations between universal and existential computations leads to a hierarchy of language classes. Since nodes on the same level of a branching program bear the same label, an alternating branching program of alternation depth k can be divided into k + 1 segments of purely existential or purely universal computations. Thus applying the technique of Theorem 1 at most k + 1 times eventually yields: Theorem 4. Let k be a positive integer and s(n) = O(log n). Any language accepted by a polynomially time bounded alternating generalized nonuniform automaton with space bound s(n), and at most k alternations between universal and existential states is accepted by a polynomially time bounded nondeterministic generalized nonuniform automaton with space bound O(s(n)). u t This is contrary to the behavior of the uniform complexity classes de ned by sublogarithmic space bounded Turing machines. It has been proved by von Braunm uhl et al. (1993 ), Ge ert (1994 , and Li skiewicz and Reischuk (1993) that for space bounds between (log log n) and o(log n) the alternating space hierarchy is in nite.
